THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT

Report on Race Meeting held at Oakbank Racecourse
by the Oakbank Racing Club on Saturday, 26 March 2016

Stewards: J. Petzer (Chairman), M. Santoro, A. Hayles (F), S. Callanan (HT) & C. Deakin (M) (Stewards), D. Southgate, D. Jonas, N. Castle, S. Allen, E. Hoolihan & N. Coldbeck (Deputy Stewards), Dr P. Horridge, Dr. B. Agnew & Dr. A. Fuller (Veterinary Surgeons).

TRACK: Good 4  WEATHER: Overcast

RAIL: True

RIDER CHANGES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>Rider</th>
<th>Replaced By</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LONCAVA (NZ)</td>
<td>C. Jones</td>
<td>Z. Spain</td>
<td>Overweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SANDHILL FLASH</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>D. Caboche</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LORD OF THE SONG</td>
<td>S. Pateman</td>
<td>B. McLean</td>
<td>Doubly engaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GEECEEGAZZA</td>
<td>S.A. Jackson</td>
<td>Shane Jackson</td>
<td>TSC error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RACE 1 : BIG SCREEN VIDEO / SABOIS TWO-YEAR-OLD BENCHMARK 64 HANDICAP – 1050 metres

BILLET DOUX (J. Bowditch) – raced keenly in the middle stages of the event. Had to be momentarily steadied in the vicinity of the 200m when tightened onto MALMOOSA by TOP FOX, which rolled in under pressure.

CAYMAN DAYZE (M. Neilson) – laid out under pressure in the straight.

RANCHO RELAXO (C. Lindop) – inclined to lay out and raced wide rounding the home turn.

MALMOOSA (P. Gatt) –shifted out on jumping away and bumped WREAKED.

WREAKED (J. Holder) – contacted on jumping away. Laid out rounding the home turn. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR137A(5)(a)(ii) in that he used his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100m and was fined $300.

RACE 2 : GOLDING WINES BENCHMARK 82 HANDICAP - 3600 metres

DANE HUSSLER (M. Neilson) – over-raced in the middle stages of the event.

MASTER’S DEGREE (J. Holder) – shifted in approaching the crossing on the first occasion onto STREET OUTLAW. J. Holder issued with a severe reprimand. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

STREET OUTLAW (J. Bowditch) – had to be steadied momentarily in the vicinity of the crossing on the first occasion when MASTER’S DEGREE shifted in.

RACE 3 : NEUTROGYOUНG MEMBERS BENCHMARK 120 HURDLE - 2900 metres

ABOUT THE JOURNEY (NZ) (C. Douglas) – contacted the first of the double in the straight on the first occasion and landed awkwardly. Contacted the final hurdle, stumbled and landed awkwardly, unbalancing its rider.
RACE 3: NEUTROG YOUNG MEMBERS BENCHMARK 120 HURDLE - 2900 metres (Cont’d)

BAKLAVA BOY (NZ) (R. Cully) – struck the final hurdle, stumbled, fell and dislodged its rider. As a result both SIR DYLAN and MONTE CARLO (IRE) were inconvenienced in avoiding the fallen horse. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. R. Cully was examined by the First Care Medical personnel and ruled fit to fulfill his remaining engagement. Lost near fore plate during the event. Trainer Mr. G. Young was advised a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness would be required prior to the gelding being permitted to start in a race.

SIR DYLAN (A. Lynch) – inconvenienced after jumping the final hurdle in avoiding BAKLAVA BOY (NZ).

COMPELLED (NZ) (M. Kelly) – jumped the third hurdle awkwardly.

MONTE CARLO (IRE) (D. Horner) – inconvenienced after jumping the final hurdle in avoiding BAKLAVA BOY (NZ).

MUTAJARA (T. Ryan) – eased out of the event near the 600m. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. Trainer Mr. E. Musgrove was advised the gelding would be required to perform to the Stewards’ satisfaction in an Official Barrier Trial prior to accepting for a future jumping event.

Following this race, all horses were inspected by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeons who reported no visible abnormalities.

RACE 4: HUGHES LIMOUSINES ONKAPARINGA CUP - 2150 metres

GO DREAMING (D. Caboche) – raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.

LONCAVA (NZ) (Z. Spain) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

RICH PRIDE (J. Toeroek) – jumped away awkwardly.

RACE 5: CHANNEL 7 BENCHMARK 75 HANDICAP - 1100 metres

EDGEWOOD (Z. Spain) – shifted out to improve in the vicinity of the 500m and inconvenienced SOUND OF VICTORY, which was taken wider.

JUST KAPPY (J. Potter) – shifted out on jumping away and bumped LADY ANDRESS (NZ).

SOUND OF VICTORY (T. Zanker) – raced extremely fiercely in the early and middle stages of the event and in the vicinity of the 700m contacted LADY ANDRESS (NZ), turning that mare’s hindquarters. Taken wider near the 500m.

CASH IS COMING (C. Jones) – rider granted permission to ride the mare at the weight 0.5kg over her minimum riding weight. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.

LADY ANDRESS (NZ) (J. Holder) – shifted in and bumped JUST KAPPY on jumping away. Laid in under pressure in the straight. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

NORTH BEACH (J. Toeroek) – rider reported his mount hung out in the straight. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

RACE 6: UBET OAKBANK STAKES - 1100 metres

The start of this race was delayed approximately three minutes.

RIZIZ (P. Gatt) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

HUSSON EAGLE (M. Payne) – in the vicinity of the 500m was inconvenienced and had to be steadied momentarily when CASHED rolled out.

ICONIC (J. Bowditch) – raced wide without cover throughout the event.
RACE 6 : UBET OAKBANK STAKES - 1100 metres (Cont’d)

JENNYFROMTHEBLOCK (Z. Spain) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

CASHED (J. Potter) – raced keenly in the middle stages of the event. Rolled out in the vicinity of the 500m and inconvenienced HUSSON EAGLE.

SANDHILL FLASH (D. Caboche) – raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed a minor laceration to the off fore cannon region. First Aid administered.

SCRATCHY LASS (J. Holder) rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR137A(5)(a)(ii) in that he used his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100m and was fined $1000.

RACE 7 : THOMAS FOODS INTERNATIONAL VON DOUSSA STEEPLECHASE - 3250 metres

THUBIAAN (USA) (S. Pateman) – shifted out near the 700m onto LORD OF THE SONG. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR137A(5)(a)(ii) in that he used his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100m and was fined $100. Rider was found guilty of a charge under LR18.1.5 in that he also accepted a ride on LORD OF THE SONG in this race and was fined $100.

LORD OF THE SONG (B. McLean) – inconvenienced when taken wider near the 700m by THUBIAAN (USA).

REGINA COELI (J. Allen) – contacted with UNDERGROUNDFIGHTER after jumping the fourteenth steeple.

SPYING ON YOU (NZ) (A. Lynch) – rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR137A(5)(a)(ii) in that he used his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100m and was fined $100.

UNDERGROUNDFIGHTER (D. Horner) – jumped the fifth steeple awkwardly. Contacted with REGINA COELI after jumping the fourteenth steeple.

Correct Weight for this event was delayed to allow B. McLean, rider of LORD OF THE SONG placed third, to view the official footage in the vicinity of the 700m.

RACE 8 : MAC DRINK DRIVING? GROW UP BENCHMARK 82 HANDICAP - 1400 metres

MR BACKCHAT (C. Jones) – rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR137A(5)(a)(ii) in that she used her whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100m and was fined $100.

FLOW METER (J. Bowditch) – hung in, in the straight. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR137A(5)(a)(ii) in that he used his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100m and was reprimanded. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

COUNTER SPIN (C. Lindop) – jumped away awkwardly and brushed with SANDHILL WARRIOR. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages.

SANDHILL WARRIOR (P. Gatt) – brushed with COUNTER SPIN on jumping away. Hung out rounding the home turn.

PRONTO PRONTO (J. Holder) – jumped away awkwardly. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Near the 1200m had to be steadied momentarily when racing in restricted room between COUNTER SPIN and WICKED TYCOON.

RIDER SAMPLING:
All twenty-six (26) riders were breathalysed prior to taking their first ride. All returned negative.

**PRE-RACE SAMPLES (18):**

Blood samples were taken from the following horses for, but not limited to, TCO₂ purposes:

- **Race 2** CELTIC PRINCE (NZ), DANE HUSSLER.
- **Race 3** ABOUT THE JOURNEY (NZ), AULD BURNS (GB), BAKLAVA BOY (NZ), MONTE CARLO (IRE).
- **Race 4** GO DREAMING, STIMULATTE, LONCAVA (NZ), FLYING CASINO.
- **Race 5** FIGHT TO THE LINE, SOUND OF VICTORY.
- **Race 7** THUBIAAN (USA), LORD OF THE SONG, NISHIAZABU, REGINA COELI.
- **Race 8** CANNY BALLAD, STRIKE THE STARS (NZ).

---

**ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (11):**

| Race 1 – CAYMAN DAYZE (winner) | Race 2 – SCRATCHY LASS (winner) |
| Race 2 – DANE HUSSLER (winner) | Race 6 – TARCO (second) |
| Race 2 – MASTER’S DEGREE (random) | Race 7 – NISHIAZABU (winner) |
| Race 3 – AULD BURNS (GB) (winner) | Race 7 – THUBIAAN (USA) (second) |
| Race 4 – FLYING CASINO (winner) | Race 8 – MR BACKCHAT (winner) |
| Race 5 – SHAH (winner) |

---

**SUMMARY**

| Race 7 – S. Pateman (THUBIAAN (USA)) – Fined $100 – LR18.1.5 – Doubly engaging himself on LORD OF THE SONG and THUBIAAN (USA). |

| SEVERE REPRIMANDS | Race 2 – J. Holder (MASTER’S DEGREE) – AR137(a) – Careless Riding. |

| REPRIMANDS | C. Jones – AR120(b) – Overweight and having to be replaced on LONCAVA (NZ) (Race 4) & SANDHILL FLASH (Race 6). |
| Race 5 – C. Jones (CASH IS COMING) – AR120(b) – Overweight. |

| SUSPENSIONS | Nil |

| HORSE ACTIONS | Race 3 – BAKLAVA BOY (NZ) – Not to race – Vet Certificate of Fitness required prior to trial or race – Fell at last hurdle. |
| Race 3 – MUTAJARA – Required to perform to Stewards’ satisfaction in Official Barrier Trial prior to accepting for a future jumping race. |

| ADJOURNED INQUIRIES | Nil |

| MEDICAL CLEARANCE | Nil |